8. Drawing Clusters and Hierar hies

Ralf Bro kenauer and Sabine Cornelsen
Large graphs su h as WWW onne tion graphs or VLSI s hemati s annot
be drawn in a readable way by traditional graph drawing te hniques. An
approa h to solve this problem is, for example, sh-eye representation, whi h
allows one to display a small part of the graph enlarged while the graph
is shown ompletely (see e.g. Formella and Keller (1995)). Another way is
drawing only a part of the graph. The method presented here is lustering,
that is grouping the vertex set.
Apart from the use of lustering to draw large graphs, already lustered
graphs o ur in appli ations su h as statisti s (see e.g. Godehardt (1988)),
linguisti s (see e.g. Batagelj et al. (1992)) or divide and onquer approa hes.
To visualize these stru tures it is also important to nd a method of drawing
lustered graphs in an understandable way.
In this hapter, Se tion 8.1 gives an overview of several terms o urring in
onne tion with lustering in the literature. Se tion 8.2 presents a few main
methods of nding good lusters. The following three se tions introdu e some
graph drawing algorithms for lustered graphs. Beginning with the spe ial
ase of planar drawing methods in Se tion 8.3, Se tion 8.4 works on general
graphs with a hierar hi al stru ture, alled ompound graphs, and Se tion 8.5
deals with arbitrarily lustered graphs using for e-dire ted methods. Finally,
Se tion 8.6 shows a ase study for drawing partially known huge graphs.

8.1 De nitions
The usage of the term lustering is not determined uniquely in the literature.
In this hapter several terms on erning lustering are de ned to give an
overview. We only onsider vertex lustering, but it is worth mentioning that
lustering with respe t to edges an be of interest as well. A method to do
this an be found in Paulish (1993, Chapter 5).
Clustering of graphs means grouping of verti es into omponents alled
lusters. Thus, lustering is related to partitioning the vertex set.

De nition 8.1 (Partition). A (k-way) partition of a set C is a family of
subsets (C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) with
S

{ ki=1 Ci = C and
{ Ci \ Cj = ; for i 6= j.
The Ci are alled parts. We refer to a 2-way partition as a bipartition.
Now, we an de ne one of the most basi de nitions of lustered graphs.
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De nition 8.2 (Clustered Graph). A lustered graph is a graph with a
partition (C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) on the vertex set. The Ci are alled luster.

a)

b)

Fig. 8.1. a) A lustered graph. Clusters are framed with re tangles. b) Quotient
graph of the lustered graph in a).

Sometimes (e.g. Alpert and Kahng (1995)) the term lustering is only used
for large k 2 (n) where n is the number of verti es. The expression lustered
graph is also used to denote the quotient graph de ned by the partition.

De nition 8.3 (Quotient Graph). For a partition (C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) on the
vertex set of a graph G = (V; E ), the quotient graph G = (V ; E ) is de ned by
shrinking ea h part into a single node, i.e.
{ V = fC1 ; : : : ; Ck g and
{ (Ci ; Cj ) 2 E () i 6= j and 9v 2 Ci ; w 2 Cj (v; w) 2 E.
The elements of V are alled nodes.
The quotient graph of the lustered graph in Figure 8.1 a) is shown in Figure 8.1 b). A drawing of the quotient graph is also alled a bla k-box drawing
(Paulish, 1993) of the orresponding lustered graph. Another way of shrinking subgraphs into a single node is proposed by Lengauer (1990). He alls the
onstru tion hierar hi al graph. Lengauer used this stru ture to nd faster algorithms, e.g., for planarity testing (Lengauer, 1989) or onne tivity testing,
for large graphs.

De nition 8.4 (Hierar hi al Graph). A hierar hi al graph is a nite
sequen e = (G1 ; : : : ; Gk ) of graphs Gi alled ells. The vertex set of the
ells is divided into pins and inner verti es. The set of inner verti es, again,
is divided into terminals and non-terminals. Ea h non-terminal has a type.
The type of a non-terminal in Gi is a ell Gj with j < i. The degree of a
non-terminal v is the number of pins of its type G and the neighbors of v are
bije tively asso iated with the pins of G.
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neighbors of a non-terminal and the asso iated pins is given via the position in the
gure.

Fig. 8.2.

An example for a hierar hi al graph is shown in Figure 8.2. Note, that the ells
need not to be onne ted. A hierar hi al graph represents a graph whi h is
obtained by expansion. It is a substitution me hanism that glues pins of a ell
to neighbors of non-terminals the type of whi h is this ell. Note that if =
(G1 ; : : : ; Gk ) is a hierar hi al graph, so is any pre x i = (G1 ; : : : ; Gi ); 1 
i  k.

De nition 8.5 (Expansion). The expansion G( ) of a hierar hi al graph
= (G1 ; : : : ; Gk ) is obtained re ursively as follows:
k = 1: G( ) = G1
k > 1: For ea h non-terminal v of Gk , let v be of type Gj . Delete v and its
in ident edges and insert a opy of G( j ) by identifying pins of G( j )
with their asso iated vertex in Gk .
Thus, a hierar hi al graph is a lustering of the expansion graph and lusters
an in lude other lusters. This an be illustrated as a tree { the hierarhy tree . The expansion and the hierar hy tree of the hierar hi al graph in
Figure 8.2 are shown in Figure 8.3.
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Example for the a) expansion and b) in lusion tree of the hierar hi al
graph in Figure 8.2.

Fig. 8.3.

A quite similar on ept introdu ed by Feng et al. (1995) are hierar hi al
lustered graphs.

De nition 8.6 (Hierar hi al Clustered Graphs). Hierar hi al lustered graphs C = (G; T ) onsist of a graph G = (V; E ) and a rooted tree
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T su h that the leaves of T are exa tly V . Verti es of T are alled nodes.
Ea h node  of T represents the luster V ( ) of leaves in the subtree of T
rooted at . T is alled the in lusion tree of C. An edge e is said to be in ident
to a luster V ( ), if je \ V ( )j = 1.
An example of a hierar hi al lustered graph is shown in Figure 8.4 a). Algorithms for drawing planar hierar hi al lustered graphs are presented in
Se tion 8.3. A way of generalization is to allow lusters to interse t. Combined with a hierar hi al stru ture this leads to ompound graphs presented
by Sugiyama and Misue (1991).

De nition 8.7 (Compound Graphs). A ompound (dire ted) graph is
a triple D = (V; E; I ) su h that Da = (V; E ) is a (dire ted) graph and D =
(V; I ) is a dire ted graph. The elements of E are alled adja en y edges, those
of I in lusion edges.

Thus, (v; w) 2 I means that v in ludes w. Of ourse, this interpretation only
makes sense if the dire ted graph D is a y li . An example of a ompound
graph is shown in Figure 8.4 b). In Se tion 8.4 a drawing algorithm for
ompound graphs is given in the spe ial ase where D is a rooted tree and
Da is a dire ted graph, su h that no vertex is adja ent to an an estor. A
hierar hi al lustered graph an be seen as a ompound graph where D is a
rooted tree and adja en y edges are only in ident to leaves. Note the di erent
meaning of V .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.4. a) A hierar hi al lustered graph. The in lusion tree is drawn by the in lusion representation. b) A ompound graph. In lusion edges are drawn as in luding
re tangles.
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8.2 Clustering Methods
There is a large number of lustering approa hes. This se tion will only mention some of them to give an idea of the main methods. A good overview is
given in Alpert and Kahng (1995) or Jain and Dubes (1988). The approa hes
introdu ed in this se tion that are not ited separately an be found there
as well. Some partitioning methods on erning VLSI are also summarized in
Lengauer (1990).
Clustering is a type of lassi ation. This lassi ation an be extrinsi
or intrinsi . Extrinsi lassi ation uses ategory labels on the obje ts and
lusters are de ned by these ategories. For example, take trade relation
between world wide spread ompanies and ountries as lusters. On the other
hand intrinsi lassi ation is only based on the stru ture of the graph. In
the following dis ussion, we onsider intrinsi lassi ation.
There are two main goals in lustering graphs. The rst, whi h has appli ations, for example, in VLSI, parallel omputing and divide-and- onquer
algorithms, is to partition a graph into lusters of about the same size and
with as few edges onne ting the lusters as possible. The se ond one, whi h
is a method used in statisti al appli ations, is to explore the stru ture of the
data. Thus, the number of lusters is not xed.

8.2.1 k-Way Partition
The rst goal an be formalized as the Min-Cut k-Way Partition ( f.
Lengauer (1990) p. 253). In the ourse of the following passage, let G = (V; E )
be a graph with vertex-weight : V ! N and edge-weight w : E ! N.

De nition 8.8 (Min-Cut k-Way Partition). Given a xed k 2 N and
b(i); B (i) 2 N for i = 1; : : : ; k, nd among all k-way-partitions (C1 ; : : : ; Ck )
of V whi h satisfy b(i)  (Ci )  B (i) for all i = 1; : : : ; k one that minimizes
the weight of the partition
w(C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) =

k

1X X
w(e) :
2 i=1 e2E
je\Ci j=1

Exa t luster size balan e is a hieved by setting b(i) = (V )=k  and
B (i) = (V )=k + , where  > 0 may be ne essary to obtain a solution

at all.

Move-based Approa hes. Unfortunately, the multiway partition problem

is NP - omplete even in the spe ial ase of bipartition. A lassi al good graph
bipartitioning heuristi was introdu ed by Kernighan and Lin (1970). A natural lo al sear h method for solving this problem is to start with an initial
bipartition and to ex hange pairs of verti es a ross the ut, if doing so improves the ut-size. To redu e the danger of being trapped in lo al minima,
Kerninghan and Lin modi ed the sear h, pro eeding in a series of passes.
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During ea h pass of the algorithm, every vertex moves exa tly on e. At the
beginning of a pass ea h vertex is unlo ked. Iteratively the pair of unlo ked
verti es with the highest gain is swapped, where the gain of verti es v1 2
C1 ; v2 2 C2 is de ned by

w(C1 ; C2 ) w((C1 [ fv2 g) n fv1 g; (C2 [ fv1 g) n fv2 g)

that is the de rease in ut-weight that results from the pair swap. Then,
both swapped verti es are lo ked. The swapping pro ess is iterated until all
verti es be ome lo ked. The bipartition with the lowest ut-weight observed
during the pass is the initial bipartition for the next pass. The algorithm
terminates when a pass fails to nd a solution with lower weight than its
initial bipartition.
Maintaining a sorted list of gains, the omplexity of this algorithm is in
O(n2 log n). Fidu ia and Mattheyses modi ed the algorithm of Kerninghan
and Lin to permit an O(jE j) implementation. The main di eren e is that
a new bipartition is derived by moving a single vertex either from C1 to
C2 or from C2 to C1 instead of ex hanging two of them. Therefore, the
algorithm must violate the exa t luster size balan e onstraint. The solution
is permitted to deviate from an exa t bipartition by the size of the largest
vertex. The algorithm of Fidu ia and Mattheyses an also be extended to
k > 2.
There are several fun tions ombining luster size balan e and minimization of ut weights within a single obje tive. One of them is the Ratio Cut
Partition proposed by Wei and Cheng (1991) for k = 2. Their approa h has
several generalizations for arbitrary k . One of them is presented by Roxborough and Sen (1997).

De nition 8.9 (Ratio Cut Partition). Find among all k-way-partitions
(C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) of V one that minimizes
w(C1 ; : : : ; Ck )
:
R(C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) =
(C1 )  : : :  (Ck )

Finding a ratio ut partition is also NP - omplete. In Wei and Cheng (1991)
a heuristi based on the algorithm of Fidu ia and Mattheyses is proposed to
nd good bipartitions. In Figure 8.5 an example is shown where the ratio ut
partition is a mu h more intuitive one than the exa t luster size balan ed
min- ut bipartition.
Spe tral Methods. For a graph G = (fv1 ; : : : ; vn g; E ) with enumerated
vertex set, a partitioning solution an be represented in terms of ve tors and
matri es.

De nition 8.10 (Chara teristi Ve tor). For a graph G with a given a
k-way partition (C1 ; : : : ; Ck ) the hara teristi ve tor for luster Ch is the
n-dimensional ve tor xh = (x1h ; : : : ; xnh ) 2 f0; 1gn with xih = 1 if and only
if vi 2 Ch . The n  k matrix X with olumn h equal to xh is the assignment
matrix of the partition.
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Let A = (aij ) be the adja en y matrix of an undire ted graph G and D =
(dij ) the degree matrix, that is dij = deg(vi ) for i = j and zero otherwise.
The Lapla ian matrix of G is de ned as L = D A. Sin e L is a symmetri
matrix

{ all eigenvalues of L are real and
{ there is a basis of the n-dimensional spa e of mutually orthogonal eigenve tors of L.
PP
Sin e xT Lx = 12
aij (xi xj )2  0 for all x 2 Rn , matrix L is positive
semi-de nite and thus, all eigenvalues are non-negative. Furthermore, the
olumns of L add to zero and we get

{ the smallest eigenvalue of L is 0 with orresponding eigenve tor (1; : : : ; 1).
(The multipli ity of 0 as an eigenvalue of L is equal to the number of
onne ted omponents of G.)
Now, let x denote the hara teristi ve tor for one part of a given bipartition
(C1 ; C2 ) in a onne ted undire ted graph, then we an express the value of
the ut de ned by the bipartition by

w(C1 ; C2 ) =

n

n

1 XX
a (x
2 i=1 j =1 ij i

xj )2 = xT Lx :

Allowing non-dis rete solutions, a normalized eigenve tor  to the smallest
positive eigenvalue minimizes xT Lx among all normalized x. Although a nondis rete solution for x is meaningless, this result suggests heuristi ally nding
the dis rete solution losest to . Given luster size onstraints jC1 j = m1
and jC2 j = m2 , the losest dis rete solution is obtained by pla ing the m1
verti es with the highest oordinates of  in C1 and the rest in C2 or vi e
versa.
This approa h is known as spe tral bipartitioning . Unfortunately, it an
be arbitrarily worse than optimal, as illustrated by the following example: Let
G be the graph shown in Figure 8.6 in whi h two n=4- liques are onne ted,
ea h by a single edge, to an n=2- lique. Spe tral bipartition will ut Kn=2
into equal halves, utting (n=4)2 edges. But the optimal luster size balan ed
bipartition has weight 2.
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Kn=4

Example of bad spe tral bipartition.

To improve the result, Frankle and Karp proposed to nd an hara teristi
ve tor that is lose to a linear ombination of the eigenve tors of the d smallest
eigenvalues. A summary of spe tral lustering in luding an extension to k > 2
is given in Alpert and Kahng (1995) Se tion 4.

8.2.2 Stru tural Clustering
We now turn to the se ond goal of graph lustering whi h tries to identify
ertain intuitive properties  su h as liques or onne tivity. In ontrary to
the last se tion, the number of lusters is not given. One important algorithm
used to solve this problem is agglomerative lustering , whi h starts with the
n-way partition and onstru ts iteratively a k-way partition from the k + 1way partition.
For a omplete graph G = (V; E ) with edge weight w : E ! R and no two
edges having the same weight, the iterative step is de ned in more detail, for
example, by Hubert (see Jain and Dubes (1988) p. 63). For a given threshold
d let Gd = (V; fe 2 E ; w(e)  dg). For a pair of lusters (Cr ; Cs ) in the
k + 1-way partition, de ne

Q (Cr ; Cs ) = minfd; the subgraph indu ed by Cr [ Cs in Gd
is either omplete or has property g :
Merge luster Cp and Cq if

Q (Cp ; Cq ) = min
Q (Cr ; Cs ) :
r;s
Ea h spe i ation of property  de nes a new lustering method. Every luster must at least be onne ted. Some suitable graph properties (k ) with
integer parameter k are listed below:

k-edge- onne tivity: All pairs of verti es are joined by at least k edge disjoined paths. 1-edge- onne tivity is also alled single-link property and
n-edge- onne tivity is alled omplete-link property.
k-vertex- onne tivity: All pairs of verti es are joined by at least k vertex

disjoined paths.
vertex degree k : A onne ted graph su h that ea h vertex has at least degree
k.
diameter k : All pairs of verti es are joined by a path of length at most k .
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An agglomerative algorithm onstru ts a hierar hi al lustering. The above
mentioned algorithm is serial. To minimize the height of the in lusion tree,
an alternative strategy is to nd many good lusters to merge, then perform
all
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8.2.3 Other Approa hes
There are several other methods for lustering graphs. Dun an et al. (1998)
presented a method to partition an already laid out graph along horizontal,
verti al and diagonal lines. The approa h of Sablowski and Fri k (1996) is
based on the su essive identi ation of patterns in the graph. Other approa hes onsider onstraints, e.g., some verti es should belong to di erent
lusters. Nakano et al. (1997) presented a work on this topi .
Most of the lustering methods presented so far produ e onne ted lusters. But it is important to know, that un onne ted lusters might o ur in
pra ti e. This an be seen immediately by onsidering extrinsi lustering,
be ause it an be de ned arbitrarily. But there are also some intrinsi lassi ations whi h produ e un onne ted omponents. They are, for example,
used in so ial network analysis. The following two lassi ations presented
by Wasserman and Faust (1994) are of this type.

De nition 8.11 (Stru tural Equivalen e). Two verti es v; w of a graph
(V; E ) are stru tural equivalent if and only if they have the same neighborhood, that is if and only if for all u 2 V holds
(v; u) 2 E
(u; v ) 2 E

() (w; u) 2 E
() (u; w) 2 E:

Thus, two verti es are stru tural equivalent if their rows and olumns in the
adja en y matrix are identi al.
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De nition 8.12 (Regular Equivalen e). Two verti es v and w of a graph

(V; E ) are regular equivalent (v 
= w) only if they have equivalent neighbor-

hoods, that is only if for all u 2 V holds
(v; u) 2 E =) 9u0 2 V u0 
=u
0
0

(u; v ) 2 E =) 9u 2 V u = u

^
^

(w; u0 ) 2 E
(u0 ; w) 2 E:

Stru tural equivalen e is a spe ial ase of regular equivalen e. Regular equivalen e partitioning is not uniquely determined. The partition with the fewest
equivalen e lasses that is onsistent with the de nition of regular equivalen e is alled the maximal regular equivalen e. For example, in a tree where
all leaves have the same height, taking the levels as equivalen e lasses yields
the maximal regular equivalen e on that tree.

8.3 Planar Drawings of Hierar hi al Clustered Graphs
In her PhD thesis, Feng (1997) presented a hara terization for planar onne ted hierar hi al lustered graphs and introdu ed some algorithms for
drawing them.

De nition 8.13 (Conne ted Hierar hi al Clustered Graphs). A hierar hi al lustered graph C = (G; T ) is onne ted, if ea h luster indu es a
onne ted subgraph of G.
De nition 8.14 (Drawing of Hierar hi al Clustered Graph). A drawing D of a hierar hi al lustered graph C = (G; T ) in ludes the drawing of
the underlying graph G and of the in lusion tree T in the plane. Ea h vertex
of G is represented as a point and ea h edge fv; wg as a simple urve between
D(v) and D(w). Ea h non-leaf node  of T is drawn as a simple losed region
D( ) bounded by a simple losed urve su h that
{ D()  D( ) for all des endents  of .
{ D() \ D( ) =  if  is neither a des endent nor an an estor of .
{ D(e)  D( ) for all edges e of G with e  V ( ).
{ D(e) \ D( ) is one point if je \ V ( )j = 1.
The drawing of an edge e and a region D( ) have an edge-region- rossing, if
e \ V ( ) =  but D(e) \ D( ) 6= . Drawings where this o urs, are allowed,
but they are not -planar.

De nition 8.15 ( -Planar). A drawing of a hierar hi al lustered graph
is -planar ( ompound planar), if there are no rossing edges and no edgeregion- rossings.
For example, the drawing of the graph shown in Figure 8.4 on page 197 is
-planar.
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Theorem 8.16 (Chara terization of -Planar Graphs). A onne ted
hierar hi al lustered graph C = (G; T ) is -planar if and only if there exists
a planar drawing of G, su h that for ea h node  of T all verti es of V V ( )
are in the outer fa e of the drawing of G( ).
Proof. Consider a lustered graph C = (G; T ) with a -planar drawing D.
Suppose there is a node  of T and a vertex v 2 V V ( ) whi h is not drawn
in the outer fa e of D(G( )). Hen e, any simple region that ontains D(G( ))
must also ontain v , ontradi ting the -planarity properties.
Consider now a planar drawing of G, su h that for ea h node  in T ,
G G( ) is drawn in the outer fa e of the drawing of G( ). It remains to add
luster boundaries. Sin e G( ) is onne ted for ea h  in T , the outer fa e is
bounded by a { not ne essarily simple { y le. Thus, luster boundaries are
onstru ted re ursively, following T from bottom to top, along their external
fa ial y le.
Based on Theorem 8.16, Feng et al. (1995) developed an algorithm whi h
onstru ts a -planar embedding of a hierar hi al lustered graph, that is
a ir ular ordering of the in ident edges ordered around ea h luster. The
algorithm applies the P Q-tree te hnique presented by Booth and Lueker
(1976) and modi ed by Chiba et al. (1985) and takes time O(n2 ) under the
additional ondition, that ea h non-leaf node of T has at least two hildren.
It tries to embed the subgraph G( ) indu ed by ea h luster V ( ) re ursively, following T from bottom to top. To guarantee the onditions in Theorem 8.16 for ea h virtual edge e 2 E , that is an edge su h that e \ V ( ) = fve g
has ardinality one, an additional vertex we and an edge fve ; we g is added
to G( ). Further one of the additional verti es is onne ted to all other additional verti es (see Figure 8.8).
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Fig. 8.8. a) Graph G( ) with virtual edges is transformed into graph b). Additional
verti es are shaded light grey. ) A wheel graph with 6 verti es on the rim.

To determine whether the embeddings of the hildren of a luster  an
be ombined to an embedding of G( ), the graph G() for ea h hild  of
 is repla ed by a representative graph whi h is more or less onstru ted by
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repla ing 2- onne ted omponents in G() by wheel graphs. A wheel graph
onsists of a vertex alled hub and a simple y le alled rim, su h that the hub
is onne ted to every vertex on the rim (see Figure 8.8 )). They showed that
a representative graph with given ordering of the virtual edges an always be
embedded in su h a way that the rims are in the outer fa e without hanging
the ordering of the virtual edges.

8.3.1 Straight-Line Drawings with Convex Clusters
For a given -planar embedding of a onne ted hierar hi al lustered graph

C = (G; T ), Eades et al. (1996a) gave an algorithm to onstru t a drawing
of C su h that the edges of G are drawn as straight lines and the regions
are onvex. This drawing of C an be onstru ted in time O(n2 log n) whi h

is dominated by the time needed for onstru ting the onvex hull of the
lusters.1
The algorithm works as follows. First, graph G is triangulated. Then an
st-numbering2 of the verti es of G is omputed su h that verti es in the
same luster are numbered onse utively. Su h a numbering is alled -stnumbering . These numbers are now used as a layer assignment { thus, there
is one vertex per layer { and an algorithm for onstru ting planar straight-line
drawings of layered graphs, whi h is also presented by Eades et al. (1996a),
is applied to draw the graph. Sin e ea h luster has onse utive layers, the
onvex hull of its verti es satis es all onditions of a region in a -planar
drawing.
Apart from the onstru tion of a planar straight-line drawing of layered graphs, the riti al part of this method is the onstru tion of the st-numbering. To ensure that the verti es of the same luster are numbered
onse utively, Eades, Feng and Lin used a top-down approa h, ordering the
hildren of the root of T rst and thus having a lexi ographi al numbering on
the lusters. To ompute an order of the hild luster of  , an auxiliary graph
F ( ) is omputed from G( ) by shrinking ea h hild luster to a vertex. If
 is the root of T , an edge fs; tg not belonging to any hild luster of T is
hosen and an st-numbering is omputed.
If  is not the root, verti es  and  are added to the auxiliary graph
F ( ). For a virtual edge fv; wg with v 2 V ( ), let  be the lowest an estor of
 with w 2 V () and k the number of the hild luster of  whi h w belongs
to. If g ( ) < k then edge fv;  g is added to F ( ). Otherwise, edge f; v g is
added. In ase s 2 V ( ), the vertex representing the luster ontaining s is
set to be  ; similarly for t and  . Now a  -numbering is omputed.
The only thing missing now is that the auxiliary graphs are 2- onne ted.
This is a onsequen e of the following lemma.
1
2

In Eades et al. (1998), the time omplexity is improved to O(n2 ).
For the de nition of st-numbering see De nition 2.9 on page 27.
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Lemma 8.17. For every non-root node  of the in lusion tree of a onne ted
-planar hierar hi al graph C = (G; T ) with triangulated G, the subgraph of
G indu ed by V n V ( ) is onne ted.
Proof. Suppose that the subgraph of G indu ed by V n V ( ) has k  2
omponents denoted by F1 ; : : : ; Fk . Sin e G is triangulated, it has a unique
planar embedding. By Theorem 8.16, all verti es of G G( ) are in the
same fa e of G( ). Sin e G is onne ted, there is a fa e f of G su h that
its boundary ontains an edge onne ting G( ) and Fi and also an edge
onne ting G( ) and Fj for a j 6= i. Be ause G is triangulated, f also ontains
an edge onne ting Fi and Fj , a ontradi tion.
Unfortunately, there are hierar hi al lustered graphs su h that any -planar
straight-line onvex drawing strategy results in poor area requirement and
angular resolution. Eades, Feng and Lin gave a family Cn = (Gn ; Tn ) of lustered graphs whi h require area (2n ) and have angles between two edges
in ident to a vertex in O(1=n). A sket h of the re ursive onstru tion of the
underlying graphs Gn an be seen in Figure 8.9. The root of Tn is adjaPSfrag repla ements ent to two
PSfrag
replaA ements
nodes
and B , whi h have hildren a1 ; : : : ; an and b1 ; : : : ; bn ,
a0
respe tively.
an 2
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Fig. 8.9.
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Example for poor vertex and angular resolution.

8.3.2 Orthogonal Drawings with Re tangular Clusters
Eades and Feng (1997) gave an algorithm to onstru t a drawing of a hierar hi al lustered graph C = (G; T ) with xed embedding and degree at
most 4 su h that G is drawn orthogonal and the regions are re tangles. Using
the onstrained visibility representation, the algorithm takes time O(n2 ), the
drawing spa e O(n2 ), and ea h edge has at most 3 bends.3
The algorithm works as follows: First triangulate G and ompute a -stnumbering as onstru ted in the previous se tion. Orient the edges from lower
3

In Eades et al. (1999), the time omplexity is improved to O(n).
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to higher numbers. Constru t a dire ted graph G0 from the oriented triangulation of G by adding four additional dummy verti es and repla ing virtual
edges for ea h luster to ensure re tangular regions. Constru t a onstraint
visibility representation of G0 for a suitable set of non-interse ting paths.
Constru t an orthogonal drawing of G from the visibility representation of
G0 and nally redu e some bends.
How to onstru t a planar orthogonal drawing from a onstraint visibility
representation for non- lustered graphs is, for example, explained in Di Battista et al. (1999) Se tion 4.9 on page 130. A short introdu tion to this topi
is also given in Se tion 6.4.2. So it remains to give the onstru tion of G0 and
the additional onstraints. Pro eeding from the leaves to the root of T , for

t( )

G( )

PSfrag repla ements
b( )
t ( )
r( )
l( )

)

=

Fig. 8.10.

)

=

G( )

l( )

PSfrag repla ements
PSfrag repla ements
G( )
b( )
t( )
r( )
l( )
=

)

r( )

b( )

Virtual edges are bun hed together.

ea h non-leaf node  of T add four dummy verti es denoted by b( ) (bottom),
t( ) (top), l( ) (left), and r( ) (right) to G( ) and split virtual edges (v; w)
of G( ) by a dummy vertex in the following way (illustrated in Figure 8.10):
{ If v 2 V ( ) repla e (v; w) by (v; t( )) and (t( ); w).
{ If w 2 V ( ) repla e (v; w) by (v; b( )) and (b( ); w).
Add edges (b( ); r( )), (r( ); t( )), (b( ); l( )) and (l( ); t( )) to G( ).
For a node  6= s on the way from s to the root of T , let  be the hild
of  on this way. If  6= s, add edge (b( ); b()), else add (b( ); s). Similarly,
for a node  6= t on the way from t to the root of T , let  be the hild of 
on this way. Add edge (t(); t( )) respe tively (t; t( )). By this onstru tion,
G0 is a planar st-graph with O(n) verti es and O(n2 ) edges.
Now, the alignment requirements in G0 for the visibility representation,
whi h is a set of paths , is spe i ed. For ea h non-leaf node of T , the set
 ontains the paths (b( ); l( ); t( )) and (b( ); r( ); t( )). Inter luster edges
in G are repla ed by paths in G0 . These paths are also added to . Finally,
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some paths ontaining edges in ident to verti es of G are added to  to
avoid unne essary bends like in the non- lustered version. Thus,  is a set of
non-interse ting paths in the sense de ned below and a onstraint visibility
representation an be omputed.

De nition 8.18 (Set of Non-Interse ting Paths). Two paths p1 and p2
of a planar graph G with given embedding are said to be non-interse ting if
they are edge disjoint and there is no vertex v of G with edges e1 , e2 , e3 , and
e4 in ident to v in this lo kwise order around v, su h that e1 and e3 are in
p1 and e2 and e4 are in p2 . A set of pairwise non-interse ting paths of G is
alled a set of non-interse ting paths.
For ea h non-leaf node  , the re tangle bounded by the drawing of the orresponding verti es b( ) and t( ) and the drawing of the paths (b( ); r( ); t( ))
and (b( ); l( ); t( )) is de ned to be D( ).
Having at most three bends per edge is as good as it gets: Eades and Feng
gave a family Cn = (Gn ; Tn ) of examples for hierar hi al lustered graphs
su h that in every -planar orthogonal drawing with re tangular lusters,
there are at least O(n) edges that bent more than twi e. Gn is a sequen e

PSfrag repla ements
a1

a2

a3

b1
Fig. 8.11.

a4

b2

a5

b3

a6

a7

b4

Example for a lot of bends.

of n opies of the graph H shown in Figure 8.11 su h that vertex a7 of a
previous opy of H serves as vertex a1 of the next opy. It is partitioned into
two lusters. Cluster A ontaining the a-verti es and luster B ontaining the
b-verti es. The embedding is as sket hed in the gure. Ea h opy of H has at
least one edge with more than two bends: At least one of the edges fa4 ; b1 g
and fa4 ; b4 g has two or more bends in the luster region of A. Suppose it's
fa4 ; b1g. Then at least one of the edges fa4 ; b1g and fa1 ; b1g has three or
more bends. Thus Gn has at least n su h edges, but 10n + 1 verti es.

8.3.3 Multilevel Visualization of Clustered Graphs
Eades and Feng (1996) show a way to represent both the adja en y and inlusion relations of a lustered graph in the same drawing. Here, the in lusion
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relation is not only just drawn as simple regions ontaining the drawing of
their orresponding verti es, but as a tree stru ture that also geometri ally visualizes this relation. As graphs get larger and larger it is a ommon strategy
to visualize them at multiple abstra tion levels. If the graph has a re ursive
lustering it is a natural approa h to take the lustering of the graph as abstra tion levels, whi h provides the possibility to zoom in and out within the
lustered stru ture of the graph. The method presented in Eades and Feng
(1996) is a three dimensional representation of the lustered graph with ea h
luster level drawn at a di erent z - oordinate, and with the in lusion relation
drawn as a tree in three dimensions. This kind of representation also keeps
tra k of the abstra tions from one level to the next.
Teminology. The height of a luster v, denoted by height (v), is de ned as
the depth of the subtree of T rooted at v .
For a lustered graph, its view at level i is a graph Gi = (Vi ; Ei ) where Vi
onsists of the set of nodes of height i in T . There is an edge (;  ) in Ei if
there exists an edge (u; v ) 2 E where u belongs to luster  and v belongs to
luster  ; in other words, edge (;  ) is an abstra tion of all edges between
luster  and  .
In a plane drawing of a lustered graph, the verti es are drawn as points
and edges as urves in the plane as usual. Ea h luster  2 T is drawn as a
simple losed region R that ontains the drawing of G( ), as de ned in De nition 8.14. If a lustered graph has a -planar representation (De nition 8.15),
then it is -planar (Figure 8.12).

Fig. 8.12.

A plane drawing of a lustered graph; the graph shown here is

-planar.

Multilevel Drawings. A multilevel drawing (Fig. 8.13) of a lustered graph
C = (G; T ) onsists of:
{ a sequen e of plane drawings of representations from the leaf level (level
0) to the root level of T , where the view of level i is drawn on the plane
z = i.
{ A three dimensional representation of T , with ea h node  2 T of height
i drawn as a point on the plane z = i, and within the region of  in the
drawing of a view of that level.
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Fig. 8.13.

Multilevel drawing.

For the plane drawing of a lustered graph several already presented automati drawing algorithms an be used, su h as the straight-line onvex or
orthogonal re tangular drawing methods (Se tion 8.3.1 and Se tion 8.3.2, see
also Feng (1997)).
Here, the fo us is only on the onstru tion of the multilevel drawing whi h
onsists of two steps, the onstru tion of view drawings for ea h level i, i =
0; : : : ; height (root of T ), and the drawing of the in lusion tree T .

1. View drawing for ea h level:
1. For ea h level i, i = 0; : : : ; height (root of T ), onstru t a plane drawing
and translate it to the plane z = i, starting at the leaf level.
2. An edge (;  ) in level i +1 is an abstra tion for all edges between luster
 and  in level i. Choose one of these edges (u; v) between luster  and
 as a representative edge, and derive the drawing of edge (;  ) in the
view of level i + 1 from the drawing of edge (u; v ) in the view of level
i. In the two dimensional plane, luster  and  are drawn as simple
losed regions R() and R( ); the drawing of edge (u; v ) interse ts the
boundaries of these regions at points x and y (Figure 8.14). To onstru t
the drawing of edge (;  ) in the view of level i + 1, use the segment
between x and y and translate it to the plane z = i + 1.

µ

x

u

x

i+1

y
η

y v

i

Fig. 8.14.

Deriving a drawing for abstra tion edges.
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2. 3D drawing of the in lusion tree T :

General results on 3D drawings an be found in Chapter 7. To nd a three
dimensional drawing of the in lusion tree, every node  2 T with height i
has to be pla ed on the plane z = i and it also must be positioned in the
orresponding region R(). This is a hieved as follows:
1. Compute the position of the nodes of the in lusion tree re ursively:
Level i = 0: (leaf level)
Take the positions as omputed in the plane drawing of level 0;
Level i > 0:
Let the position for node  2 T be the average of all xy - oordinates
of its hildren from level i 1;
2. Route the in lusion edges as straight line segments between the orresponding nodes.

8.4 Hierar hi al Representation of Compound Graphs
Sugiyama and Misue (1991) introdu e an extension to the lass of lustered
graphs, the lass of ompound digraphs , and they also present an algorithm to

produ e an automati hierar hi al representation of ompound digraphs. The
main di eren e between these two graph lasses is the use of the in lusion
relation. A lustered graph is a graph with a partition of its vertex set into
lusters. In the representation of a lustered graph, the luster regions are
drawn as simple losed regions that ontain the drawing of all the verti es
belonging to that luster; the in lusion relation is restri ted to these luster
regions, and there are no edges onne ting them. In a ompound digraph, the
in lusion relation as well as the adja en y relation is de ned on the same set
of verti es.

De nition 8.19 (Compound Graph). An in lusion digraph is a pair
D = (V; E ) where E is a nite set of in lusion
 edges whose element
(u; v ) 2 E means that u in ludes v Figure 8.15 (a) .
An adja en y digraph is a pair Da = (V; I ) where F is a nite set of
adja en y edges whose element (u; v ) 2 E means that u is adja ent to v
Figure 8.15 (b) .
A ompound digraph is de ned as a triple D = (V; E; I ) obtained by
ompounding these two digraphs Figure 8.15 ( ) .
In Sugiyama and Misue (1991), the in lusion digraph D is required to
be a rooted tree and is also alled the in lusion tree of D. The depth of a
vertex v 2 V is the number of verti es on the path between v and the root
of D and is denoted by depth (v ), with depth (root) = 1, where root denotes
the root of D . The parent of a vertex v 2 D is denoted by Parent (v ).
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digraph D obtained from (a) and (b).

Fig. 8.15.
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The representation of a ompound digraph from Figure 8.15 ( ) and its
ompound levels.

Fig. 8.16.
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Figure 8.16 shows a representation of the ompound digraph and its ompund levels of Figure 8.15 ( ). The adja en y edges drawn with solid lines
have downward orientation and edges drawn with broken lines upward. The
verti es of the ompound digraph are drawn as re tangles. The in lusion relation (u; v ) 2 E is realized as the re tangle representing vertex u is inside the
re tangle representing vertex v . The onventions for the drawing of ompound
digraphs are spe i ed more pre isely below.

8.4.1 Conventions
Drawing onventions.
C1 : Vertex Shape:

A vertex is drawn as a re tangle with horizontal and verti al sides.
C2 : In lusion:
An in lusion edge (u; v ) is drawn in su h a way that the re tangle orresponding to u in ludes geometri ally the re tangle orresponding to v .
C3 : Hierar hy:
Verti es are laid out hierar hi ally in terms of both in lusive and adja ent relations on parallel-nested horizontal bands, alled ompound
levels.
C4 : Down-Arrow:
An adja en y edge (u; v ) is drawn as a downward arrow with possible
bends, originating from the bottom side of the re tangle orresponding
to u and terminating on the top side of the re tangle orresponding to v .

Drawing Rules. To enhan e the readability and the aestheti of the draw-

ing, the following obje tives should be satis ed as mu h as possible.
R1 : Closeness:
Conne ted verti es are laid out as lose as possible to ea h other.
R2 : Edge Crossings:
The number of rossings between adja en y edges is redu ed as mu h
as possible.
R3 : Edge-Re tangle Crossings:
The number of rossings between adja en y edges and the vertex re tangles is redu ed as mu h as possible.
R4 : Line-Straightness:
One-span adja en y edges, i.e., edges between adja ent levels, are drawn
as straight lines, whereas long span adja en y edges are drawn as polygonal lines with as few bends as possible.
R5 : Balan ing:
Edges originating from and ending at a vertex re tangle are laid out in
a balan ed form.
The above rules spe ify topologi al and metri al layout properties; their
priority is top-down.
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8.4.2 The Layout Algorithm
The algorithm onsists of the following four steps that are similar to those of
an algorithm by Sugiyama et al. (1981) and Sugiyama (1987) for the layered
representation of a general digraph. Due to the omplex stru ture of a ompound digraph, these steps must be modi ed and extended, in parti ular to
display the in lusion relations. A brief des ription of the four steps follows,
but the fo us will be mainly on the ideas and the modi ations that have
to be done to the original Sugiyama algorithm (see Chapter 5). A detailed
des ription of this algorithm is given in Sugiyama and Misue (1991).

Step 1: Hierar hization

Due to the two kinds of relations existing in a ompound graph, this step is
di erent to the one in Sugiyama's original algorithm for general graphs, so it
will be explained in more detail.

A. Compound Level Assignment

In this step, the verti es of the ompound digraph are assigned to ompound
levels to satisfy the drawing onventions. This level assignment pla es the

verti es on parallel-nested horizontal bands. As shown in Figure 8.16, the
ompound levels an be expressed by the assignment of a sequen e of positive
integers to every vertex v 2 V .
Let  = 1; 2; 3; : : : and  + =  1 [  2 [  3 [ : : : , and suppose that
a lexi ographi al ordering is introdu ed for elements of  + , e.g., (1; 1; 2) <
(1; 2) < (1; 2; 1) < (1; 2; 2). Then the problem of assigning ompound levels
to the verti es of D is to nd a mapping -level : V !  + satisfying the
In lusion and Down-Arrow onventions (C2, C4).
The In lusion onvention (C2) an be expressed as follows:

I1 : 8 v 2 V : -level (v ) 2  depth (v )
I2 : For any in lusion edge (v; w) 2 E : -level (w) = append ( -level (v ); s);
s 2  and append is a fun tion that appends a omponent to a sequen e.
The Down-Arrow onvention (C4) is more ompli ated: For any adja en y
edge (v; w) 2 F there is a unique path P from v to w in the in lusion tree
D:
P : (v = pm ; pm 1 ; : : : ; p1 ; t; q1 ; q2 ;    ; qn 1 ; qn = w);
where t is the top vertex, i.e., t has minimal depth. P originates from
the re tangle of v , goes out a ross pm 1 ; : : : ; p1 ; passes t, goes in a ross
q1 ; q2 ;    ; qn 1 , and terminates on w. To formulate the Down-Arrow onvention, the order among ea h pair (pi ; qi ) of verti es that have the same
depth for any adja en y edge (v; w) 2 F must be spe i ed as follows:
D1 : if depth (v ) > depth (w) (or m > n),
(a) -level (pi )  -level (qi ); i = 1; : : : ; n
(b) -level (pn ) < -level (w)

1
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D2 : if depth (v )  depth (w) (or m  n),
(a) -level (pi )  -level (qi ); i = 1; : : : ; m
(b) -level (v ) < -level (qm ):
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1

For example, in Figure 8.15, the path orresponding to adja en y edge (j; l)
is j; e; b; f; l where b is the top vertex. Sin e depth (j ) = depth (l), we have
-level (e)  -level (f ) and -level (j ) < -level (l) from D2.
A ompound digraph has a ompound level assignment if and only if there
exists a mapping -level : V !  + satisfying I1, I2, D1, and D2.

B. Hierar hization Algorithm

A hierar hi al map of the graph an not always be determined be ause the
digraph might be y li . If there are y les in D, some of the adja en y edges
need to be reversed in order to obtain a hierar hization. Be ause the problem of nding this minimum set of feedba k adja en y edges is NP - omplete
(Garey and Johnson, 1991; Lempel and Cederbaum, 1966), heuristi s are
introdu ed for determining the edges that have to be reversed (see also Se tion 5.2).
In order to meet the requirements D1 and D2, every adja en y edge of D
is repla ed with one of the two following types of adja en y edges, ! and ),
whi h represent the relations < and , respe tively, in D1 and D2. If edges
between the same pair of verti es are dupli ated during the repla ement,
redu ing rules su h as ! = ! + !, ) = ) + ), and ! = ! + )
are applied to determine the resulting edge type. The graph derived by this
edge repla ement is alled the derived graph of D. An adja en y edge in the
derived graph is alled an original edge, if e 2 F , derived edge otherwise
(Figure 8.17). Note that in the derived graph of D, every adja en y edge
onne ts two verti es with identi al depth. The derived graph of D = (V; E; I )
is denoted by DD = (V; E; ID; type), where ID is the derived set of adja en y
edges and type : ID ! f!; )g.
a
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The derived graph (a) and the assigned ompound digraph (b) obtained
from the ompound graph of Figure 8.15 ( ); edges in (a) marked with asterisk (?)
are derived edges.

Fig. 8.17.
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Now, the Down-Arrow onvention is established and the ompound levels
an be assigned to the verti es. If DD is not y le-free, the y les have to be
resolved. To do this, the strongly onne ted omponents of DD are investigated, and the y les are destroyed by either ontra ting strongly onne ted
omponents into a so- alled proxy vertex or by deleting some of the adja en y
edges. This pro edure leads to a y le-free, hierar hi al graph to whi h one
nally an assign the ompound levels. Of ourse, the deleted edges have to
be put ba k in again, as well as the proxy verti es must be repla ed again
later on. All verti es of the omponent of DD, whi h have been ontra ted
to a proxy vertex, are assigned the same ompound level. Ea h adja en y
edge (v; w) of the ompound digraph D = (V; E; I ) is now he ked, whether
-level (v) < -level (w). If this does not hold, the dire tion of that edge is
reversed. The result
 is an assigned ompound digraph DA = (V; E; IA; -level)
Figure 8.17 (b) .

Step 2: Normalization

In an assigned ompound digraph DA, an adja en y edge (v; w) 2 IA is
said to be proper if and only if -level (Parent (v )) = -level (Parent (w)) and
tail ( -level (v)) = tail ( -level (w)) 1, where tail is a fun tion, that returns
the last number of the -level-string as an integer. The assigned ompound
digraph DA is now transformed into a proper ompound digraph by repla ing
every non-proper adja en y edge with appropriate dummy verti es, dummy
in lusion edges and dummy proper adja en y edges ( f. Sugiyama and Misue
(1991) for more detail).

Step 3: Vertex Ordering

The idea of this step is similar as in Sugiyama's original algorithm for general graphs. The horizontal order of the verti es per level is determined by
permuting their order on ea h level in su h a way that the drawing rules
Closeness, Edge Crossings, and Edge-Re tangle Crossings (R1 { R3) are satis ed as mu h as possible. The problem of minimizing edge rossings is NP omplete even for only two levels (Garey and Johnson, 1991). Minimizing
of edge-re tangle rossings, whi h is equivalent to the linear arrangement
problem, is also NP - omplete (Garey and Johnson, 1991). Hen e, heuristi s,
i.e., bary entri ordering as in Sugiyama's algorithm, are used to a omplish
these tasks. In a ompound digraph there exist also lo al hierar hies due to
the in lusion relation, so vertex ordering must also be applied to these loal hierar hies, i.e., subtrees of D . This step leads to an ordered ompound
digraph.

Step 4: Metri al Layout

In this last step, the positions of verti es (i.e., horizontal and verti al positions, widths and heights of re tangles) are determined by attaining the
Closeness, Line-Straightness, and Balan ing rules (R1, R4, R5) as mu h as
possible. This problem an be expressed as a quadrati programming problem; a heuristi alled the priority layout method is also developed to solve the
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problem. On e the vertex positions are determined, a routing for the edges
an easily be a hieved. The orientation of the reversed edges is hanged ba k
again, and all inserted dummy verti es and dummy edges are deleted and
their orresponding originals are rearranged. This step nally leads to an
automati drawing of the original ompound digraph.

8.5 For e-Dire ted Methods for Clustered Graphs
For e-dire ted graph drawing methods ( f. Chapter 4) an also be adopted to
support and show the stru ture of a lustered graph. In the following se tions
we will see di erent ways of adaptation with di erent design goals.
One possibility to re eive a more stru tured layout for lustered graphs is
to de ide between di erent spring for es. In Se tions 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 we show
two di erent approa hes for an expanded for e model for lustered graphs.

8.5.1 Inserting Dummy Verti es
The easiest way to a hieve lustering is to insert dummy verti es as follows
(Figure 8.18):

Fig. 8.18. Realizing lustering onstraints in a for e-dire ted approa h by inserting
dummy attra tors (shaded verti es) in ea h luster.

1. Let G = (V; E ) be a graph with a partition (C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Ck ) on the vertex
set V . For ea h Ci ; 1  i  k , add a dummy attra tor vertex i to the
graph.
2. Add attra tive for es between an attra tor i and ea h vertex of the
orresponding luster Ci .
3. Add repulsive for es between pairs of attra tors and
S between attra tors
and verti es not belonging to any luster (i.e., if ki=1 Ci  V ).
In this approa h, no new for es have to be added. After inserting these
attra tors the verti es within a luster will be loser to ea h other than before,
and the distan e between the lusters will grow.
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8.5.2 Intera tive Clustering
Huang and Eades (1998a) des ribe an animated intera tive system for lustering and navigating huge graphs, alled DA-TU, where they use the following
expanded for e model onsisting of three di erent spring for es (Figure 8.19):

{ internal-spring

A spring for e between a pair of verti es that belong to the same luster.

{ external-spring

A spring for e between a pair of verti es that belong to di erent lusters.

{ virtual-spring

In ea h luster there is a virtual vertex (bla k verti es in Figure 8.19) that
is onne ted to all verti es belonging to the same luster by virtual edges;
this is a similar approa h to the on ept of attra tors des ribed above. A
virtual spring for e exists between a vertex and a virtual vertex along a
virtual edge.

internal
Fig. 8.19.

external

virtual

Expanded spring model.

Additionally there is a gravitational repulsion for e between ea h pair of
verti es. All for es are applied additively to ea h vertex.
Some of the features of the DA-TU system are worth to be mentioned here
be ause they show a possible appli ation for lustering:

{
{
{
{

The user an intera tively hange the graph.
The user an intera tively hange the lustering of the graph.
All transitions from one state of the graph to another are animated.
Clusters an be intera tively ontra ted and expanded, respe tively. This is
in parti ular useful for large graphs that do not t on the s reen or are too
large to omprehend, so the lustered stru ture is used to navigate through
the graph. If some of the lusters are ontra ted, DA-TU draws a so- alled
abridgement of the given graph.
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De nition 8.20 (Abridgement, An estor Tree). A lustered graph C 0 =
(G0 ; T 0 ) is an abridgement of the lustered graph C = (G; T ) if T 0 is an
an estor tree of T with respe t to a set U of nodes of T and there is an edge
between two distin t nodes u and v of G0 if and only if there is an edge in G
between a des endant of u and a des endant of v.
In other words, the an estor tree T 0 is a subtree of T onsisting of all nodes
and edges on paths between elements of U and the root. Figure 8.20 shows
su h an an estor tree for the set U of bla k nodes as the shaded area of the
original in lusion tree.

Fig. 8.20.

The shaded area is the an estor tree of the set of bla k nodes.

8.5.3 Meta Layouts
A similar approa h is taken by Wang and Miyamoto (1995). They also use
three for es but in a slightly di erent way. Instead of inserting virtual verti es
as attra tors in ea h luster they use the on ept of a meta-graph .
First, the edge set of the given graph is divided into intra-edges, i.e.,
edges between verti es belonging to the same luster, and inter-edges, i.e.,
edges between verti es belonging to di erent lusters.
The for es in the for e-dire ted pla ement are also divided into two ategories:

{ intra-for e

A spring for e between a pair of verti es that belong to the same luster.

{ inter-for e

A spring for e between a pair of verti es that belong to di erent lusters.
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A for e-dire ted pla ement is onstru ted by applying the intra- and interfor es. An undire ted graph Gmeta is then onstru ted by ollapsing the
lusters of G into meta-verti es and transforming inter-edges of G existing
between a pair of lusters into one meta-edge ea h. This sounds similar to
the on ept of a quotient graph (De nition 8.3), but goes further than that.
A layout for Gmeta is alled meta-layout of G and an be obtained from the
for e-dire ted pla ement where the dimensions and enter of ea h meta-vertex
are set to the dimensions and enter of the underlying subgraph, respe tively
(Figure 8.21). To al ulate the for es between the meta-verti es, an improved
for e-dire ted pla ement is used that takes the di erent vertex-sizes into a ount (Wang and Miyamoto, 1995). The net for e on a meta-vertex is de ned
as the meta-for e on all verti es ontained in the luster represented by that
meta-vertex.
a

b

S1
c
d

j

S2

g

f
h

S3

i
Fig. 8.21.

Meta-graph and meta-layout.

In Figure 8.21 a for e-dire ted layout and a partition are given on the left
side, the orresponding meta-layout is shown on the right. The for es that
are applied to vertex are:

{ The intra-for e on is the sum of for es between ; a and ; b
{ The inter-for e on is the sum of for es between and the verti es of
subgraphs S2 and S3
{ The meta-for e on is the net for e on meta-vertex S1 in the meta layout.
To nally ompute a drawing of the lustered graph, Wang and Miyamoto
(1995) propose a divide-and- onquer approa h.

Divide-and-Conquer Drawing Approa h. A divide-and- onquer drawing algorithm would draw a lustered graph in the following three steps:
1. divide the graph into subgraphs ( luster);
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2. draw the subgraphs;
3. ompose the subgraph layouts together to form the resulting layout.
The problem with this approa h is that inter-edges are not taken into a ount
whi h may result in a drawing with many rossings between inter-edges or
long inter-edges.
In Wang and Miyamoto (1995), the last two steps of this divide-andonquer approa h are ombined within one for e-dire ted pla ement algorithm by using the following omposite for e F omp to position a vertex:

F

omp

= Fintra + S (t)Finter + 1



S (t) Fmeta

where Fintra ; Finter ; Fmeta are the intra-, inter- and meta-for e on a vertex,
respe tively, and S (t) 2 [0; 1℄ is a fun tion of layout time t su h that S (t)
de reases as t in reases after a threshold t0 and rea hes 0 at another threshold
t00 > t0 .
By applying this omposite for e, the for e-dire ted pla ement an be
divided into three phases:

1. Between time 0 and time t0 : S (t) = 1 =) F omp = Fintra + Finter .
The for e-dire ted pla ement leads to a layout with uniform edge lengths
and a small number of edge rossings, as shown in Figure 8.22 (a).
2. Between time t0 and time t00 : S (t) de reases:
The strength of the inter-for es is redu ed while the strength of the metafor es is in reased at the same time.
3. at time t00 : S (t) = 0 =) F omp = Fintra + Fmeta .
Inter-for es do not ount anymore; the intra-for es keep the verti es ontained in the same luster lose together while the meta-for es x the
nal positions of the lusters and eliminate possible overlaps between
lusters. The resulting stru tured layout is shown in Figure 8.22 (b).

Wang and Miyamoto (1995) also present a way to add layout onstraints
to their for e-dire ted pla ement algorithm by integrating a onstraint solver.

Integration of a Constraint Solver. Layout onstraints of the three fol-

lowing types an o ur:

{ absolute onstraints , to x an absolute vertex position
{ relative onstraints , to onstrain the position of a vertex in relation to other
verti es

{ luster onstraints , to luster several verti es into a subgraph that an be
pro essed as a whole.

While trying to solve given onstraints, some verti es may blo k others
from rea hing their optimal positions al ulated by the for e-dire ted pla ement algorithm. This may lead to a poor layout.
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Fig. 8.22.

Layout reated at time t0 (left ) and resulting layout (right ).

A
A

B

B

A

B

A.x = B.x
Fig. 8.23.

A.x < B.x

A.x > B.x

Examples for onstraints that be ome barriers.

If a onstraint for two verti es A and B is given that prevents vertex A
from rea hing its optimal position, then vertex B is alled a barrier for vertex
A. Figure 8.23 shows several examples of barriers; the arrows indi ate the
dire tion and the strength of the for es al ulated by the layout algorithm, the
orresponding onstraint shown below would be violated if these movements
would be performed. In Figure 8.23 (a) no movement of either vertex is
possible without violating the orresponding onstraint. In the other two
examples, the verti es ould at least be partially moved until one of the
verti es be omes a barrier for the other.
To avoid barriers while at the same time improving the layout, the verti es
ould be moved together without hanging their relative positions. This is
done by introdu ing rigid sti ks to represent onstraints in the for e-dire ted
pla ement. If vertex v1 be omes a barrier for vertex v2 , a rigid sti k is introdu ed between them so that they have to move like one rigid obje t. The
movements of v1 and v2 are determined by the weighted average of the for es
that are working on them:

w1 f1 + w2 f2
w1 + w2
where f is the new resulting for e on v1 and v2 , f1 and f2 are the old for es on
v1 and v2 , respe tively, and w1 and w2 are weights of v1 and v2 , respe tively.
f=
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The layout algorithm and the solver ooperate to solve the given onstraints as mu h as possible while at the same time keeping a good layout
resolution. This ooperation works in an iteration of the following four steps:
Step 1 :
Step 2 :
Step 3 :
Step 4 :

Cal ulate for es ;
Introdu e sti ks and distribute for es ;
Cal ulate new positions ;
Satisfy onstraints .

Steps 1 and 3 are performed by the layout algorithm, whereas the other
two steps are performed by the solver. Figure 8.24 shows an example of
applying onstraints to the graph of Figure 8.22.
d

d3.y = d5.y
5

3

b
a

abs(a4.x - a2.x) <= 120
abs(a1.x - a5.x) <= 70
a5.y = a1.y = a2.y - 64
a4.y = a3.y = a2.y

1

4

5

3

2

c

2.y =

5.y =

4.y =

1.y

2

5

4

1

Resulting layout of the graph of Figure 8.22 after adding the onstraints
on the left side.

Fig. 8.24.

8.6 Online Graph Drawing of Huge Graphs
{ A Case Study
Traditional graph drawing algorithms assume that the given graph an be laid
out in a readable and understandable way on the s reen or on paper. But
there are important situations where this assumption does not hold. Suppose
for example the graph displaying parts of the WWW or graphs arising in
information retrieval. These graphs an be very large and there is no way to
t them in a readable way on a display medium.
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Most graph drawing systems approa h the layout of huge graphs in the
following way:
1. Layout the graph on a virtual and very large page.
2. Provide a smaller window with s roll bars to show the part of interest,
and to allow the user to navigate through the graph.
However, some problems are involved in this approa h:
{ The whole graph may not be known, e.g., in distributed systems, where a
lo al vertex only knows part of the graph.
{ To explore the graph, the user an only move geometri ally through the
graph by the means of the s roll bars. But the user might want to explore
the graph in a logi al way, in parti ular, if the graph ontains relational
data or hyperlinks. Moreover, long edges that do not t on the s reen are
hard to follow. A more user-oriented approa h would be better; the user
should be able to ontrol the logi al ontent of the display.
{ There is no mental map (Eades et al., 1991) that helps the user to keep
tra k of his exploration so far. Even worse, the user an not see the whole
graph and might get lost in empty areas.
{ Besides that, it osts a lot of memory to store and display the large virtual
s reen.
To deal with these problems, several te hniques have been proposed (see
Sarkar and Brown (1994); Eades et al. (1991); Nielsen (1990); Mukherjea
et al. (1994); Robertson et al. (1993)). For example, in Sarkar and Brown
(1994) the sh-eye view te hnique is des ribed where a detailed pi ture of a
subgraph is shown along with the so alled ontext of that subgraph. This
kind of view provides the user with more information about the position of the
subgraph within the whole graph. Another approa h are three-dimensional
methods, su h as one trees (Robertson et al., 1993) whi h lead to an in rease
in density of information on the s reen.
These te hniques work e e tively for graphs of moderately large size, but
they an not be applied when the graph is not ompletely known. Moreover,
they still prede ne the geometry of the graph.
The aim of Online Graph Drawing is the visualization of huge graphs
whi h may be partially unknown. At any time, a tiny but non-empty subgraph
alled the logi al frame is known and displayed on the s reen. The user an
explore the huge graph by hanging the logi al frame.
The layout of su h a logi al frame has to satisfy the usual aestheti riteria
for drawing graphs, e.g., minimization of edge rossings and uniform vertex
distribution. Additionally, the transition from one pi ture of a logi al frame
to the next should preserve the user's mental map (Eades et al., 1991), i.e.,
su essive drawings should not di er mu h, so that the user an easily follow
the hange in the drawing and does not loose orientation in a ompletely
di erent layout when hanging the fo us.
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Eades et al. (1997b) des ribe a model of Online Graph Drawing as well
as an instantiation of that model in a system for Online For e-Dire ted Animated Visualization (OFDAV) for assisting web navigation (see also Eades
et al. (1997a)). An interesting part of that model is a new for e-dire ted
drawing algorithm, that an be used to produ e a ontinuous sequen e of
layouts a ording to the above mentioned riteria.
In OFDAV, the view of the user is fo used on a small subgraph, the logi al
frame, that is de ned by a fo us vertex v . A for e-dire ted graph drawing algorithm is used to draw this subgraph as well as its logi al neighborhood. The
user an hange fo us by sele ting another vertex within the displayed frame
whi h then be omes the new fo us node, and the view hanges a ording to
this sele tion. Multiple animation steps are used to guide the user through
the hange of view and to preserve the mental map. A linear history is also
kept by lining up a ertain number of previously visited fo us verti es.
The fo us verti es together with their neighborhoods form a lustering of
the graph.
The Online Graph Model. To explore a huge, partially unknown graph
G = (V; E ), a sequen e of logi al frames F1 = (G1 ; Q1 ); F2 = (G2 ; Q2); : : : is
used (Figure 8.25):

Fi+1
Fi

Fi-1

F3
Fi-2

F2
F1

G
Fig. 8.25.

frames.

The path of exploration of a huge graph G by a sequen e of logi al

Ea h logi al frame Fi = (Gi ; Qi ) onsists of a onne ted subgraph Gi =
(Vi ; Ei ) of G and a queue Qi of fo us verti es. Su essive frames di er only
by a few verti es. The sequen e of logi al frames represents the sequen e
of subgraphs that are viewed by the user of the system and is determined
by the intera tion of the user who an hange the fo us and thereby de ides
whi h new logi al frame has to be displayed. To de ne the logi al frame more
pre isely, we need to explain the on ept of neighborhood.
Suppose that G = (V; E ) is a graph, v 2 V , and d is a non-negative
integer. Then, the distan e-d neighborhood Nd (v ) of v is the subgraph of G
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indu ed by the set of verti es whose graph-theoreti distan e from v is at
most d; note that v 2 Nd (v ). In OFDAV only distan e-1 neighborhoods are
used, so we write N (v ) instead of N1 (v ) in the following, and all it the
neighborhood of v.

De nition 8.21 (Logi al Frame, Fo us Vertex). Given a queue Q =
(v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vs ) of verti es of graph G = (V; E ), the subgraph of G indu ed by
the union of N (v1 ); N (v2 ); : : : ; N (vs ) is alled a logi al frame F = (G0 ; Q)
(Figure 8.26 (a)), with G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) and
s

[
V 0 = N (vi )
i=1

E 0 = f(u; v) 2 E j u; v 2 V 0 g :

The verti es of the queue Q are the fo us verti es of the logi al frame F .

Clustering. Suppose that Q = (v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vs ) is the queue of fo us verti es
in G. Ea h neighborhood N (v ), for v 2 Q, an be divided into two parts, the
ommon part C (v), and the lo al part P (v), de ned as follows:
{ C (v) is the part of the neighborhood N (v) that also o urs in the neighborhood of other fo us verti es v 0 6= v , that is:
C (vj ) =

s
[
i=1;i6=j

N (vj ) \ N (vi ) :

{ P (v) is the part of the neighborhood N (v) that does not o ur in the
neighborhood of any other fo us vertex v 0 6= v (Figure 8.26 (b)), that is:
P (vj ) = N (vj )

s
[
i=1;i6=j

N (vi ) :

The user an explore the graph by hanging the fo us vertex, and this
exploration is visualized by a sequen e of logi al frames. In pra ti e, only a
small number of verti es an be displayed on the s reen at a time, in parti ular
if the verti es are labeled, e.g., by the names of the html-pages as in OFDAV.
Here, a global onstant B is introdu ed as an upper bound for the length
of the fo us queue Q. For www-graphs, small values of B between 7 and 10
ensure that there are about 20 to 60 verti es on the s reen at a time.
The transition from one logi al frame to the next is obtained by adding the
new fo us vertex with its lo al neighborhood. If the length of Q was already
B before, then the least re ently used fo us vertex and its lo al neighborhood
are deleted (FIFO poli y).
The lo al neighborhoods of the fo us verti es in ea h frame an be viewed
as the lusters of this frame. This will be ome learer in the next se tion
where the for e model is explained.
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P (vi+2)

vi

N (vi ) vi+1

vi+1

N (vi+1)
P (vi+1)
Fig. 8.26.

(right ).

Neighborhood of the fo us verti es (left) lo al part neighborhood

The For e Model. The for e model is based on Eades (1984) and onsists of a ombination of Hooke's law springs and Newtonian gravitational
for es. In order to address the spe i
riteria of this online drawing approa h, extra Newtonian gravitational for es among the neighborhoods,
N (vi ); N (vi+1 ); : : : ; N (vi+B ), of the fo us verti es are added. These for es
are used to separate the neighborhoods so that the user an visually identify
the hanges indu ed by hanging the fo us. This leads to a lustering of the
displayed subgraph.
The total for e applied to a vertex v of a logi al frame Fi = (Gi ; Qi ), with
Gi = (Vi ; Ei ) is
f=

X

u2N (v)

fuv +

X

u 2V i

guv +

X

u2Qi

huv

where fuv is the for e exerted on v by the spring between u and v , and guv
and huv are the gravitational repulsions exerted on v by one of the other
verti es u in Fi (Figure 8.27).
The details of the modi ed for e-dire ted drawing algorithm are given in
Eades et al. (1997b). Here, we will only explain the idea of this approa h.
The modi ed for e model aims to satisfy the following four aestheti riteria:
1. The spring for e fuv between adja ent verti es is aimed to ensure that
the distan e between verti es u and v is approximately equal to the zero
energy spring length.
2. The gravitational for e guv ensures that the verti es are not too lose
together and distributed evenly.
3. The extra gravitational for e huv aims to minimize the overlaps among
the (lo al) neighborhoods within a logi al frame. This also ensures that
the next verti es that have to disappear are pla ed lose together whi h
makes the identifying of the deleted obje ts easier for the user.
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v

fuv
v4

v2
v1

guv
v3

Fig. 8.27.

huv

The modi ed for e model applied to the logi al frame Fi .

4. huv also aims to keep the layout of the queue of fo us verti es lose to
a straight line; new verti es appear in one end of that line while old
verti es disappear at the other end. This helps the user in understanding
the dire tion of exploration of the huge graph.

8.7 Summary
For a graph that does not have a natural luster-stru ture it is not at rst
glan e lear what a good lustering strategy is. Often, the verti es are gathered together with respe t to graph onne tivity. Two main heuristi s to do
this are introdu ed in Se tion 8.2. One is to integrate ut size and luster size
balan e within a single obje tive fun tion, like the ratio ut partition, and
to optimize them with a suitable pro edure. Another one makes use of the
eigenvalues of the Lapla ian matrix of the graph. Besides onne tivity, other
graph properties like similarity of neighborhoods an also be of interest.
On e a graph has a luster-stru ture, the question arises, how to make
this stru ture visible. If we want to draw a really large graph, it seems to
be a good method to draw only the quotient graph. But sometimes one is
interested to also see what happens within a luster. In Se tion 8.3 and
Se tion 8.4 two methods are presented that draw lusters as shapes whi h
in lude the orresponding verti es. Additionally, rossings between edges and
borders of shapes are avoided. Espe ially in the planar ase in Se tion 8.3,
su h a rossing is only allowed if one endpoint of the edge is within the
orresponding luster and the other one is outside of it.
Another way to show the luster-stru ture is to draw verti es that belong
to the same luster loser together than su h that are in di erent lusters.
Using for e-dire ted methods, one an a hieve this by adding a dummy vertex
to ea h luster or by regarding lusters as big verti es. In this ase the for efun tion must respe t the di erent size of the verti es.
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